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Let X be a complex Banach space, A the open unit disc in C and letf: A - Xbe an analytic function satisfying ]if(011 (( A). If X is strictly c-convex
[1] then by a result of Thorp and Whitley [7] f is a constant (see also [5]).
IfX is not strictly c-convex then there are always nonconstant analytic functions
from A to X having constant norm on A. Such functions were studied in [2],
[3] and certain necessary and sufficient conditions were obtained for an analytic
function to have constant norm.

Suppose that a nonconstant analytic function f: A X has constant norm
on an open subset of A. An easy application of the Hahn-Banach theorem
shows that such anf does not have any zeros on A. This shows that there are
many analytic functions from A to X whose norm is not constant on any open
subset of A and in any norm on X, equivalent to the original one. In the present
paper we give a surprisingly simple complete description of such functions.
Throughout, A is the open unit disc in C. If X is a complex Banach space we

denote by S(X), X’, L(X) the unit sphere of X, the dual space of X and the
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators from X to X, respectively.
The image of x e X under u e X’ is denoted by (x[ u). If T is a subset of X we
denote by T the closed linear subspace spanned by the elements of T.

THEOREM. Let X be a complex Banach space and let

f(O ao + a + Zaz +
be a nonconstant analytic function from A to X. Then

ao - {a,, a2, aa, .}

ifand only if there exist an equivalent norm [[I ][I on X and an open subset U c A
such that Ili/(O[ll u constant on U.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a complex Banach space and let f: A X be an analytic
function. Suppose that II/()ll c > 0 on some open subset of A. Then f(A) c

f((o) + Ker u where o A, u e X’ andf((o) q Ker u.

Proof Assume that [[f(()[[ c > 0((e U) where U= A is an open set
and let (o U. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists u S(X’) satisfying
(f((o)[U) c. Since [(f(0[u)[ < [[f(()[[ HuH c ((e U) it follows that
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(f(() u) c (( e U) and (f() u) c ( e A) by the identity theorem. Hence
f(A) c f((o) + Ker u. By (f((o) u) c > 0 it follows that f((o) Ker u,
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2. Let X be a complex Banach space and let f: A --. X be a function
which is locally bounded on A. Suppose thatf(A) c H where H is a closed hyper-
plane in X disjoint from O. Then 9iven a compact subset K c A there exists an
equivalent norm I1 on X such that IIf()ll (( K).

Proof Write H Xo + Ker u where Xo e X, u e X’ and Xo Ker u. Hence
y H if and only if (ylu) y where (Xo u) 0. Further, let r sup
(llf(()ll g). By the compactness of K and by the local boundedness offwe
have r < . On the other hand r > 0 since f(A) = H. Define

IIx II max (x e X).

Clearly I1 is a norm on X. We have

Ilxll max 11 ,r 11 max Ilxll (x e X)

and

which shows that

and since

(xlu)
Ilxll max Ilxll, r.

IlK is equivalent to

(f()[ u)

=r,llxll (xeX)

[]. Finally, sincef(A) H we have

Ilf()ll < (K)
r

it follows that

[]f()llK=max{ [[f()llr (f()lu)}17 (eK), Q.E.D.

Proof of the theorem. For each fixed ( e A let V() be the closed linear span
of all vectors of the form f(r/) f() where r/ A, i.e.

() p {f(t/) f(); g e A}.
By f(t/) -f() (f(/) -f(=))- (f() -f()) (/, ,, = e A) it follows
that () does not depend on { e A. Further, we have

s--fi {a,, a, a,...} (0).

To see this, observe that given ueXwehave (at[u)= 0 (i= 1,2,...)
if and only if (f() f(0) u) 0 ( e A) and then apply the Hahn-Banach
theorem.
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Now, suppose that ao {al, a2, a3,...}. By the above discussion it
follows that f(0) (0). By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a closed
hyperplane H containing 9,(0) and disjoint from f(0) so f(A) f(0)+ H,
f(0) H. Clearly f is continuous and so by Lemma 2 given any open subset
U = A with closure contained in A there exists an equivalent norm III III on x
such that IIIf(()lll --- (( U).
To prove the converse suppose that there exist an open subset U A and an

equivalent norm Ill III on x such that lilY(0111 --- c (( u), We want to prove
that ao p {al, a2, a3,...} hence we may assume with no loss of generality
that Ilf(0l[ c(( U). By the assumption f is not a constant so c > 0.
By Lemma there exist (0 A and u e X’ such that f(A) = f((o) + Ker u
where f((o) Ker u. It follows that ((0) c Ker u hence f((o) ((0). Since
f(0) f((o) ((0) it follows that

ao f(O) f(o) + (f(O) f(o)) (o) (0) p {a,, a2,...},
Q.E.D.

Application. The above theorem was proved when trying to answer the
following question. Let a be an element of a complex Banach algebra with
unit e. Can 11(2e a)-ll be constant on an open subset of the resolvent set
p(a) of a? Below we give a partial answer to this question.

PROPOSITION 1. Let a be an element ofa complex Banach algebra with unit e.
Then II(e a)-il can not be constant on any open subset of the unbounded
component of p(a).

Proof. Assume thatf is a nonconstant analytic function from an open con-
nected set D C into a complex Banach space X. Suppose that ill(011 c
on an open subset of D. As in the proof of Lemma there is u X’ such that
(f(() u) c (( e D). Consequently f is bounded below on D by a positive
constant. Now Proposition follows by observing that for R sufficiently large
we have

inf {ll(Ae a)-ail: I,1 > R} 0, Q.E.D.

Note that Proposition holds even if we replace the norm on the algebra by
any equivalent norm which is not necessarily an algebra norm.
The situation on other components of p(a) is not clear. If A L(H) is a

bilateral shift on the space H of all bilateral square-summable sequences
[4, p. 41] then it is easy to see that

A -* sp {A -2, A-,...}
hence by the theorem there exists an equivalent norm Ill Ill on L(H) making
1ll(2I- A)-tlll constant in a neighborhood of 0. However, in the original
norm, II(AI A)- can not be constant on any open subset of p(A) by the
following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a uniformly c-convex complex Banach space and
let A L(X). Then 11(2I- A)- can not be constant on any open subset of
p().

Proof. Assume the contrary. With no loss of generality we may then assume
that A c p(A) and that II(,I h)- 11 11,4- 11 (, A). Since

A-1 A-X(2I- A)(2I- A)-x 2A-1(21- A)-I (21- A)-I
we have

(21- A) -1 A -1 + 2A-1(2I- A) -1.
It follows that

A-Xx / A-I(2I A)-XxII _< IIA-II (x e S(X), e A).

Now a sequence {Xn} c S(X) exists with lim IIA-Xxnll IIA-Xll and since X
is uniformly c-convex it follows by Theorem 2 of [1] that

limA-l(2I- A)-IXn 0 (2eA, 2-: 0)

which is clearly not possible.

Added on revision. The author is grateful to the referee whose suggestion
helped to make the proof of Lemma 2 much clearer.
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